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MA in MYTH, COSMOLOGY 
AND THE SACRED

Consciousness studying 
consciousness in the reflecting 
mirror of culture.  
(Kripal 2014: 368)
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FACULTY

Dr Angela Voss (PD)
Dr Geoffrey Cornelius
Dr Simon Wilson
Dr Louise Livingstone
Simao Cortes 

With visiting workshop leaders/lecturers including 
John Chacksfield, Maggie Hyde, Dr Wilma Fraser.
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WHO IS THE MA FOR?

•Practitioners of holistic and alternative healing
•Psychotherapists, counsellors and spiritual 
consultants
•Teachers and researchers in education, the arts and 
humanities
•Those interested in mind-body alignment and 
integration and self development
•Those interested in spirituality, divinatory practice, 
mystical and religious experience
•Those interested in building bridges between 
academics and community practitioners
•Those interested in the value of traditional wisdom 
for today’s society
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HOW IS THE MA TAUGHT?

Onsite study weekends over 3 terms comprising:
•Module lectures/seminars
•Learning journal groups
•Saturday evening Open Lectures
•Tutorials and research supervisions

•Creative project presentations

• Writing and research seminars 

•Optional Friday seminars 
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STAGE CONTENT      QUALIFICATION

1 3 X 20 credit      PG Certificate
modules

2 +1 x 20 credit module, 
+ Learning Journal write-up 20 credits
+ Creative  Project review 20 credits

PG Diploma 

3 + Dissertation 60 credits           MA
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WHY IS THE MA IMPORTANT?

• Broadening epistemological perspectives:
an interdisciplinary approach 

• Fostering the mutual interplay of intuitive, 
creative and critical pedagogies

• Integrating history, theory and practice
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Key objectives

• Hermeneutic approaches to the study of 
myth, symbol, the sacred, divination, the 
paranormal, human consciousness…

• Asking a range of relevant cosmological 
and philosophical questions…

• Locating studies in wider philosophical, 
cultural and historical contexts…

• Appealing to participative and reflexive
methods of writing and research.
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ETHOS AND CONTENT  



There is a dimension of human experience 
that is not external to us in the sense that it 
can be directly and tangibly grasped. 
Rather, it is within us, but the word ‘within’ 
must be understood metaphorically. It 
reflects a depth in us as human beings and 
also a depth of the universe.  Perceiving 
one, we perceive the other. 

(Progoff, 1973:13)

Macrocosm/microcosm correspondence: basis 
of Western esoteric philosophy and 
transformative learning.



“… there is another half to our shared 
humanity, a field of consciousness that 
cannot be reduced to social context or 
even the physical body and brain, that 
really and truly transcends all of these 
local historical and biological factors. In 
many forms of mystical literature, the 
claim is a remarkably simple one: this field 
of consciousness exists in a realm beyond 
space and time and so cannot be reduced 
to anything involving locality, causality or 
temporality.”  (Kripal 2017, 415)



Any search for the 
meaning of things and 
objects that does not 
allow seekers to open 
themselves up to the 
depths of their own 
selves will be an obstacle 
in the task of learning 
how to be human.

Chittick, 2007: 149.

I hope to suggest not 
only that professional 
scholarship and personal 
religious experience can 
be mutually enlightening, 
but more radically, that 
our modernity and now 
post-modernity demand 
an honest and unflinching 
uniting of the two. 

Kripal, 2007: 14.

Transformative 
learning …

Reflexivity … 



It is as if we can study 
everything about religion, 

except what makes it fiercely 
religious

Kripal 2014: xiv

Intellectual insights follow 
emotional shifts

Lodge 2016: 31



Many important aspects of experience, those that 
the right hemisphere is particularly well equipped 
to deal with –our passions, our sense of humour, all 
metaphoric and symbolic understanding (and with 
it the metaphoric and symbolic nature of art), all 
religious sense, all imaginative and intuitive 
processes—are denatured by becoming the object 
of focussed attention, which renders them explicit, 
therefore mechanical, lifeless. 

(McGilchrist, 2009: 209)



The right hemisphere needs not to know what the left 
hemisphere knows, for that would destroy its ability to 
understand the whole; at the same time the left 
hemisphere cannot know what the right hemisphere 
knows. From inside its own system, from its own point of 
view, what it believes it has ‘created’ appears complete ... 
[the left hemisphere] can render explicit what the right 
hemisphere has to leave implicit, leave folded in. Yet that 
is also its weakness. The clarifying explicitness needs to 
be reintegrated with the sense of the whole.... 

(McGilchrist 2009: 208)



SYNTHESIS

What is offered by the right hemisphere to the left 
hemisphere is offered back again and taken up into a 
synthesis involving both hemispheres. This must be true 
of the processes of creativity, of the understanding of 
works of art, of the development of the religious sense. 
In each there is a progress from an intuitive 
apprehension of whatever it may be, via a more formal 
process of enrichment through conscious, detailed 
analytic understanding, to a new, enhanced intuitive 
understanding of this whole, now transformed by the 
process that it has undergone. 

(McGilchrist 2009: 206)



It is the faculty of imagination however, 
which comes into being between the two 

hemispheres, which enables us to take things 
back from the world of the left hemisphere 
and make them live again in the right. It is in 
this way, not by meretricious novelty, that 

things are made truly new once again. 

(McGilchrist 2009: 199)



Academic challenges

• Astrology
• Divination
• Paranormal/mystical experience

• Finding theoretical models and approaches within 
the academy to explore these topics

• Presentation (LJ, CP) and Representation 
(analysis, critique and reflection)

• distinguishing between discipline/practice and 
method of study.
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The Heroic Community: Richard Tarnas
(e.g. Esalen, Waldorf schools, Temenos, SMN, CIIS)

• Challenging values of mainstream society to

“sustain the enormous act of the spiritual and intellectual 
imagination that can vivify and co-creatively participate in 
the reawakening of a meaningful cosmology for our 
civilization.” (AA Journal, 2014)

• Embodying wisdom, holistic being and practice, 
spiritual development and transformation.

• Involves entering underworld of uncertainty, depths of 
ourselves, within the discipline of the academic 
method and its rituals.



Historical and cultural contexts  Academics
Esoteric epistemology                          Practitioners

Community

LIVED 

EXPERIENCE

HOLISTIC
UNDERSTANDING

LIVED 
EXPERIENCE



COGNITIVE 

CONTINUUM

PRACTICE

UNDERSTANDING

ANALYSIS

CRITICALITY

IMAGINATION

INTUITION

CREATIVITY



MA MODULES

Taught modules
1. Theories and Methods (20 credits)
2. The Symbolic Imagination (20 credits)
3. Oracular and Divinatory Traditions
(20 credits)
4. Spirit and Psyche (20 credits)

Research modules
5. Creative Project Review (20 credits)
6. Learning Journal Write-up (20 credits)
7. Dissertation (60 credits)
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1. THEORIES 
AND 

METHODS

What is 
myth?

Jung on 
synchronicity

The third 
classroom

What is 

esoteric?

Epistemology

Reflexivity

Hermeneutics
Kant and the 

Enlightenment

Neuroscience 
and metaphor

PLATO



MODULE  1 AIMS

•To define terms within the remit of the MA:  e.g. 
mythopoesis, esoteric/exoteric, gnosis, psyche, 
metaphysics, initiation, imaginal, archetype/al, 
spirituality, ontology, epistemology,  hermeneutics, 
methodology.
•To equip students with key methods and critical 
perspectives for approaching the course material and 
assignments.
•To explore different cognitive modes and their 
respective domains of application.
•To raise the question of the objectivity of non-rational 
modes of perception and how this can be articulated in 
an academic context.

•To give advice on using the library and online resources.
•To provide participants with advice and support in 
relation to the basic skills of studying at Master’s level.
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2. The 
Symbolic 

Imagination

Sophia

EROS

Natural magic

Theurgy

Symbolic walking

Mundus 
imaginalis

Music of the 
spheres

Active 
imagination

Botticelli

STATUE MAGIC
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MODULE 2 AIMS

•To promote an understanding of the 
relationship of the imagination to  
sacred and spiritual dimensions of 
experience.
•To study primary texts, images and 
music in depth in relation to both 
historical and contemporary contexts.
•To study the function of symbol in 
theurgic and magical ritual. 
•To engage with Sophia and the 
feminine wisdom tradition.
•To engage with the active imagination 
through experiential exercises.
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Talisman workshop, November 2014
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Botticelli 
workshop



3. Oracular and 
Divinatory 
Traditions 

Astrology

Oracles

The 
Daimon

Omens Rational 

critiques

Paganism
and

Christianity

Augury



12 Sept 2011

MODULE 3 AIMS

•To compare oracular and divinatory functions
of antiquity and contemporary times as they
relate to the human quest for knowledge,
information, and guidance
•To examine the contribution of modern
psychological and anthropological insights into
practices of divination and oracles
•To assess the scope and validity of sceptical
and rationalist critiques of initiatory knowledge
and divination, from Cicero to Kant
•To survey the theological and metaphysical
implications of initiatory, oracular and
divinatory practices
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4. Spirit and 
Psyche

Esotericism 
and initiation

Prophecy and 
Channeling

Earth 
mythology 

and legends

Eleusinian 
mysteries

Consciousness 
and holism

Subliminal 
mind

Paranormal
cultures
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MODULE 4 AIMS

•To deepen understanding of epistemological 
aspects of spirit possession, trance mediumship 
and channeling in ancient and contemporary 
contexts.
•To study the theme of initiation in Western 
esoteric traditions.
•To investigate connections between the 
paranormal and the sacred.

•To encourage a critical engagement with both
empiricist and esoteric ontological perspectives
regarding the meanings and nature of divinity.
•To consider the question of consciousness in
relation to holistic science, earth mysteries and
paranormal experience.



5. CREATIVE PROJECT

•Reflective, intuitive, ethnographic, 
creative and imaginative research 
methods
•Professional and academic 
enhancement
•Performance, art work, written 
work, media project
•Presentation to cohort and friends
•4,000 word critical review of 
project process and material for 
submission

(see BB for examples)



4/24/2010
MaPLE 

christian.beighton@canterbury.ac.uk  
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6. LEARNING JOURNAL

•On-going journal recording personal 
reflections on course material
•Dreams, case-studies, poems, 
synchronicities, challenges, eureka 
moments
•Regular group sharing and discussion
•4,000 word write-up for assessment
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Creative Project Presentations 
Cohort 1 FT
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Creative 
Project 
Presentations 
cohort 1 PT
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Creative Project 
Presentations 
cohort 2 FT



Creative 
Project 
Presentations 
cohort 2 PT
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7. DISSERTATION

• 12-15,000 word thesis
• Subject of student’s choice in 
consultation with tutor
• Academic format and methodology
• Critical engagement with course 
material
• Research skills
• Oral presentation skills



OPTIONAL WORKSHOPS may include:

• Poetry
• Sacred geometry
• Symbolic walking
• Alchemy
• Art therapy
• Tarot
• Sacred dance

Glastonbury walk, May 2015
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Midsummer Rituals

June 2015

June 2016
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